
  

Beyond Short-Term Pro�ts • Nurturing People • Process Excellence • Planet and Society

CONNECTING CAMBODIA TO A 
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE



WHAT OUR PARTNERS SAY

SADIF, the Kingdom’s first digital venture 
capital fund in the country, is unique in 
its dedication to the success of promising 
technology startups in Cambodia.

KEM BORA
Partner, Mekong Strategic Partners

The 4.5G launch is a continuation of many great milestones with Smart in the Kingdom.

H.E. TRAM IV TEK
Minister of Posts and Telecommunications

Smart’s sustainability 
framework also covers 
its national economic 
contribution, beyond the 
revenues and profits that 
they achieve.

H.E. DR. IENG SUNLY
Under Secretary of State, Ministry of 
Economy and Finance

Smart has utilized the Capacity 
Building and R&D Fund to join us in 
enhancing local ICT capabilities.

H.E. DR. KAN CHANNMETA
Secretary of State, Ministry of Posts and 
Telecommunications

SmartStart not only provides the spark 
for the inspiration of new ideas, but also 
makes available high quality resources.

LAURA SMITHEMAN
Co-Founder, Impact Hub Phnom Penh 

Smart is developing great initiatives for young cambodians by leveraging on 
its ICT expertise.

H.E. DR. HANG CHUON NARON
Minister of Education, Youth and Sport

We were looking for a fun, 
young and dynamic brand. 
The partnership with Smart 
will lead us to greater 
heights.

CHY SILA
Director, Major Cineplex 

Our sustainability framework adheres to that of the Axiata Group and guides Smart’s 
sustainability efforts under four key pillars: Beyond Short-Term Profits, Nurturing 
People, Process Excellence, and Planet & Society. By aligning our practices to the 
tenets of these four pillars, we can ensure that everything we do is balanced by 
meeting the needs of all stakeholders who support us in many ways.

Unlike previous Sustainability Reports, this year’s edition includes infographics that 
chart the key highlights of our overall objective of connecting Cambodia - a testament 
to our long-term commitment towards sustainability and a promise to maintain a high 
level of performance in achieving our goals.

I am particularly proud of our increased national economic contributions; our 
strengthened mobile data leadership by again achieving a major first in introducing 
4G+ with HD voice and 4.5G; and that we are promoting local digital entrepreneurship 
in a meaningful way, including through the 5 million USD Smart Axiata Digital 
Innovation Fund as well as the SmartStart: Young Innovator Program. The annual 
SmartEdu scholarship intake was also increased to 20 students. Furthermore, many 
internal and external digitization initiatives were accomplished in line with our vision 
of becoming Cambodia’s Digital Champion by 2020.

These, and other highlights mentioned in the report, reflect Smart’s genuine 
commitment to Cambodia and its society. I am sincerely grateful to all stakeholders 
for the joint-efforts to promote sustainable development. We welcome any feedback 
concerning this report and look forward to building on these achievements while 
creating a more connected and sustainable Cambodia!

Chief Executive Officer

MESSAGE FROM CEO

I am delighted to share with 
you Smart’s sustainability 
efforts for 2017. Sustainability 
continues to be central to our 
operations, guided by how we 
manage our long-term impact 
on the triple bottom line of 
the economy, environment and 
society. As the leading mobile 
telecommunications operator 
in an emerging market, we have 
a responsibility to ensure that 
our business grows together 
with our local stakeholders and 
the Cambodian community.

Beyond Short-
Term Profits

Nurturing
People

Process
Excellence

Planet and
Society

THOMAS HUNDT

Unlike previous Sustainability Reports, this 
year’s edition includes infographics that chart 
the key highlights of our overall objective of 
connecting Cambodia - a testament to our long-
term commitment towards sustainability and a 
promise to maintain a high level of performance 
in achieving our goals.
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ABOUT SMART

Smart Axiata Co. Ltd., Cambodia’s leading mobile telecommunications 
operator is part of Axiata Group Berhad, one of Asia’s largest 
telecommunications groups.

Since its inception in 2008, Smart continues to be committed to 
millions of customers by being at the forefront of mobile technology 
advancement, enabling itself to rapidly transform into a digital lifestyle 
brand and having introduced many innovative offerings as well as 
lifestyle entertainment value propositions. Besides providing extensive 
nationwide network coverage that stretches to more than 98% of the 
Cambodian population, Smart also provides international roaming 
across more than 190 countries.

The company’s workforce of more than 1000 people is committed to 
the people of Cambodia in delivering its promise of enriching their 
lives through world-class networks, exceptional digital experiences and 
through significant corporate social responsibility engagements.

Live. Life. Be Smart.

KEY IN
ITIATIVES & MILESTONES

2017 HIGHLIGHTS

More than

Subscribers

7.3 million 

Price and data leader

Roaming in

190
countries

Smart Shops and Spots

3,000 

employees1,080

jobs  
supported

Largest Facebook
Fan based Telco52,554

nationwide equipped with 
3.75G and 89% with 4G

2,333 Base 
stations

CORE VALUES

Cambodia’s Best 4G LTE Provider 
by IDG ASEAN 2017

NATIONAL 
CONTRIBUTION

2017  
AWARDS

Best Telco & Best CSR 
Company by Global Banking 

and Finance Review

Cambodia Mobile Service 
Provider by Frost and Sullivan

to the National Economy; 
equivalent to 1.5% of 
Cambodia’s GDP

in tax, levies and regulatory fees; 
3% of total national tax income

of annual revenue allocated
for CSR programs

339 million USD

76 million USD

CAPEX to improve network 
infrastructure 

80 million USD

1%

Contributed

Remitted

Over

>2.6 million 

Highest ethical standards.
No tolerance for unethical 
conduct.

UNCOMPROMISING 
INTEGRITY

Highest level of performance –
with a heart for people.

EXCEPTIONAL 
PERFORMANCE

Responsibility, 
actions, solutions, 
outcome

Communication, 
diversity, openness,
respect, support.

TEAMWORK

01 02

05

Customer needs, 
service quality, speed.

CUSTOMER FOCUS04

03

Expanded digital services portfolio with SmartNas and SmartVIP

Launched VoLTE and 4.5G

Introduced SADIF, the 
Kingdom’s first digital 
venture capital fund

Multiple programs to 
cultivate digital mindsets

Strategic investments and 
partnerships with various 

digital providers

Introduced Tech Innovation 
CSR Pillar

Increased digitization 
initiatives across various 

touchpoints

Introduced O365, Lynda.com 
and HRIS platforms

Launched 
SmartStart: Young 
Innovator Program

Doubled SmartEdu 
intake, with strong focus 

on ICT

ACCOUNTABILITY

Positive Y-o-Y Growth
Revenue, EBITDA and Profit

No. 1
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Sustainability  
Highlights 2017

Beyond our commercial motivations, we create long-term value through our investments in advanced network infrastructure 
and the latest mobile technology while providing inclusive digital services to the community. We continue to undertake our 

national responsibilities very seriously and recognize the impact that mobile communications have on socio-economic development, 
especially in rural and underserved communities. We seek to further extend our network to close the digital gap in the Kingdom 

based on our 4A principles of affordability, applicability, availability and accessibility.

BEYOND 
SHORT-TERM 

PROFITS

Issue Context Approach Outcome

Network Quality and 
Coverage

Network coverage and quality are top priorities for our 
business.

Pioneer new technologies and introduce more digital 
lifestyle products to enrich the lives of Cambodians.

Improved accessibility and inclusivity to our services, 
the strengthening of Smart’s position as the undisputed 
leader in the Kingdom’s mobile telecommunications 
sector and furthering Smart’s aim of becoming 
Cambodia’s Digital Champion by 2020. 

Digital Inclusion There are socio-economic variations in Cambodia leading 
to the exclusion of some segments of society from digital 
technology.

There is an increasing awareness on the benefits of 
technology to people’s everyday lives. 

Offer digital products that are in line with our 4A model 
(affordability, applicability, availability and accessibility) for 
all segments of society.

Diversify our product portfolio through new innovations.
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2.2
2.1

Our commitment to enhance  
Cambodia’s mobile network 
infrastructure saw us spend

80 million USD
in CAPEX. 

Amongst the  largest 
taxpayers in the country, 
remitting 

in tax, levies and 
regulatory fees.

76 million USD 

5
million USD 

2,333
base stations 

nationwide

Digital products and 

4A approach.

Availability

Applicability

4AAccessibility 

Launched the Kingdom’s 1st digital 
venture capital fund to spur the 
Kingdom’s digital startup ecosystem. 

Launched the SmartStart: Young Innovator
Program, a 9-month program to encourage
and enable Cambodian university students to
launch new digital business ideas.

26%Total 
procurement 
spend sourced 
from local 
vendors.

into digital content and 
entertainment provider.

02FOCUS 
AREA

3.2

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1st telco to launch  4G+ 
with HD Voice (VoLTE)  
and 4.5G

Mobile Data Leadership

Key Digital Ecosystem Highlights

Operational  
Direct GVA

Indirect and induced 
operational GVA

Capital 
Investment

Productivity
GVA

148 million USD

74 million USD

59 million USD

59 million USD

Total Gross Value-Added contribution 

in 2017 amounted to 340 million USD, 
comprising:

Investments in 4.5G, 4G and 
3G across Cambodia.

10
0%

89
%

98
.6

%

73
%

66
.1

%

4G-equipped 
base stations
3G-equipped 
base stations

Pop coverage 2G

Pop coverage 3G

Pop coverage 4G

Contributed 339 million USD 

to the local economy, equivalent to  

of national GDP.

01FOCUS 
AREA

Out of which tax 
contributions alone 
accounted for

3%
of national 
tax income.

SmartNas

SmartVIP

Self-care app to 
control and manage 
mobile account.

Discounts, rewards and 
privileges from over 200 
outlets.

Introduced

Digital Lifestyle

Digital Entertainment

Digital Inclusivity

Bridging the digital divide by contributing to the 
Universal Service Obligation Fund.

2% of annual  
service revenue

1% of annual  
service revenue

Developing National ICT resources by contributing to 
the Capacity Building and R&D Fund.

Incubator and Innovation Lab 
partnerships.

03FOCUS 
AREA

2.4

Introduced Smart 
Music Sing! building 
on our music 

Exposing 
Cambodia to two 
South Korean pop 
superstars.

Secured partnerships with

to further strengthen our digital entertainment 
proposition.

3.1

2.3

Operational 
Expenditure

Capital  
Expenditure

80
million USD

139
million USD

5Strategic 
acquisition 

1.5%
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ក្រៅពកីេតុផលផផនែរពាណិជ្ជរម្ម ក�ើងបានបកងកើតនូវគុណតមមលៃរ�ៈកពលផវង តាមរ�ៈរារវិនកិ�ោគកលើកេដ្ារចនាសម្ព័ន្ធបណា្ញផដ
លមានភាពទកំនើប និងបកចចេរវិទ្ាទូរសព័ព្ទចលព័តចុងក្រោ�បំផុត ្ពមទាំងផ្ដល់នូវកសវារម្មឌីជីថលផបបបរ�ិាបននែដល់សេគមន៍ផង
ផដរ។ ក�ើងបន្្ត បរាន់ខ្ជាប់តាមរារងារទំនួលខុស្តវូចំកពោះជាត�ិ៉ាងមឺុងមុព័ត កេើ�ទទួលសា្ល់ពីផលប៉ះពាល់ ផដលវិសព័�គមនាគ
មន៍ចលព័តមានចកំពោះរារអភិវឌ្ឍនក៍សដ្រិចចេសង្ម ជាពកិសសកនៅតាមសេគមន៍ជនបទ និងសេគមនផ៍ដលទទួលបានកសវាមិន្គប់
្គាន់។  ក�ើងព្ា�ាមព្ងីរបផនថែមនូវបណា្ញរបស់ក�ើង កដើម្ីរាត់ បនថែ�គមលៃាតឌីជីថលរនែនុង្បកទស កដោ�ឈរកលើកគោលរារណ៍ 4A 

របស់ក�ើង គឺតមមលៃសម្សប (Affordability) ភាព្សួលក្បើ (Applicability) ភាព្សលួររ (Availability) និងរារកទៅដល់្ គប់ទរីផនលៃង 

(Accessibility)។

ក�ើងបានបន្តរួមចផំណរជាក្ចើនដលក់សដ្រិចចេជាតិ កពោលគរឺនែនុងកនោះ ទរឹ្បារ់ទេំំ 339 លានដុលលៃារ សេរដ្អាកមរិរ 
្តូវបានរួមចផំណរកទៅដលក់សដ្រិចចេ ជាតិ ផដលកស្មើនឹង 1.5% មន GDP របស់ជាតិ ។ ពន្ធអាររ និងរម្មនានាផដលរំណតក់ដោ�ច្ាប់ 
រនែនុងទេំំទឹរ្បារ់ 76 លានដុលលៃារ ្តវូបានបង់ដល់រដ្ ផដលរនែនុងកនោះរារបង់ពន្ធផតឯងរបស់្ រមុេុ៊នគឺកស្មើនឹង 3% 

មនចំណូលពន្ធរបស់ជាតិ ។ ជាងកនះកទៅកទៀត ទរឹ្បារ់ចំនួន 80 លានដុលលៃារ ្តវូបានវិនកិ�ោគ កដើម្ីព្ងងឹកេដា្រចនាសម្ព័ន្ធបណា្ញរប
ស់ក�ើង។ កបើន�ិា�អំពរីារចំណា�កលើលទ្ធរម្មរនែនុង្សុរវិញ ក�ើញថា 26% ្តវូបានចំណា�កលើអនែរផ្ត់ផ្ង់ រនែនុង្សុរ។

2017 រ៏ជាឆនែាំផដល Smart បានរលៃា�ជា្រមុេ៊ុនទូរគមនាគមន៍ចលព័តដំបូងកគផដលបានដារ់ឲ្ដំកណើររារ្បពព័ន្ធ 4G+ 

ជាម�ួនឹងសកំេង HD និង្បពព័ន្ធ 4.5G។ កនៅដំណាច់ឆនែាំមុនកនះផដរ ជាង 88% មនសថែាន�ី៍មូលដា្នទាំង 2,333 រផនលៃង 
្តូវបានបំពារ់្បពព័ន្ធ 4G ផដលក្វើឲ្ Smart រលៃា�ជា្រមុេ៊ុនឈានមុខកគរនែនុងរារផ្ដលក់សវាអិុន្ឹណិតចលព័តរនែនុង្បកទសរម្នុជា។ 
ទឹរ្បារ់ជាង 6 លានដុលលៃារ ្តូវបានររ្ាទរុស្មាប់មូលនិ្ ិថ្មី គឺមូលនិ្ ិរសាងសមតថែភាព និង្សាវ្ជាវ & អភិវឌ្ឍន៍ និងមូលនិ្ ិរាតពវ
រិចចេកសវារម្មសរល កដើម្ីរាត់បនថែ�គមលៃាតផផនែរឌីជីថល និងអភិវឌ្ឍ្ន្ាន ICT របស់ជាតិ។

កដើម្ីបន្តអភិវឌ្ឍបផនថែមកលើ្បពព័ន្ធកអរូឌីជីថលដ៏មានសរ្ដានុពល ក�ើងបានដារ់កចញនូវមូលនិ្ ិស្មាប់អាជីវរម្មផបបឌីជីថល 

(SADIF) ផដលមានទរឹ្បារ់ 5 លានដុលលៃារ ផដលកនះជាមូលនិ្ ិវិនកិ�ោគកលើអាជីវរម្មឌីជីថលដំបូងកគបង្អសរ់នែនុង្បកទសរម្នុជា 
កេើ�រនែនុងកនោះ ្រមុេ៊ុនដរឹជញ្ជជូន “ជូនអនែរ” និង “មររត កថរណូេជូជី” ជា្រមុេ៊ុនទទួលទុនវិនកិ�ោគពីរដំបូងកគ។ ទន្ទឹមនឹងកនះ 
ក�ើងរ៏បានដារ់កចញនូវ SmartStart៖ រម្មវិ្ ីអនែរមចនែ្បឌិតវព័�ករ្មងផដលមានរ�ៈកពល 9 ផខ កដើម្ីផ្ដល់ឱរាសដល់និស្ិតមេាវិទ្ាលព័
�កដើម្ីបកងកើតអាជីវរម្មឌីជីថលថ្មីៗ។ ក្រៅពកីនះ Smart រ៏បានបកងកើតភាពជាមដគូ �ុទ្ធសា្ស្តជាម�ួនឹង្រុមេ៊ុន Sabay Digital Plus 

និងទទួលបានរិចចេសេ្បតិបត្តិរារជាម�ួអង្ភាពបណ្នុះបណា្លអាជីវរម្មជាក្ចើនកទៀតផងផដរ។

រនែនុងនាមជាម៉ារ�ីកេោផដលទារ់ទងនឹងជីវិតផបបឌីជីថល និងរាររម្ាន្តផបបឌីជីថល ក�ើងបានផណនាំនូវរម្មវិ្ ីឌីជីថលថ្មីចំនួនពីរ គឺ 
SmartNas ជារម្មវិ្ី្គប់្ គងគណនីរបស់អនែរ និង SmartVIP ជារម្មវិ្ ីផដលសមាជរិអាចទទួលបានរារបញចេនុះតមមលៃពិកសសពេីាង
្ំៗ។ ្រមុេ៊ុនរ៏បានចុះរិចចេ្ពម ក្ពៀងភាពជាមដគូជាម�ួនឹង្រមុេ៊ុនផ្ដលក់សវារម្ាន្ត្ំៗម�ួចំនួន រ៏ដូចជាបានករៀបចរំារ្បគំតនន្តី 
Smart Mega Concert ចំនួនពីរកលើរ ផដលមានរារចូលរួមពរីំពូលតារាចក្មៀងរូករេ Rain និង Lee Chae-Rin។
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Sustainability  
Highlights 2017

Issue Context Approach Outcome

Employee Development and 
Welfare

Dynamic industry where talent requirements  
are increasing alongside developments in technology.

Opportunities and platforms for talent development and 
retention.

Inculcating our core values including UI.EP.

A sustainable internal pipeline of talent that will meet 
our leadership succession needs.

Building the capabilities of the local workforce.

Local Hiring Within Cambodia. Talent development program that identifies local top talent 
for future senior leadership positions.

Recruitment policies are non-discriminatory and based on 
merit.

Building a sustainable internal pipeline of talent to fill 
leadership positions throughout the organization.

Our people are key to our success. We seek to be the ‘Employer of Choice’ and attract the best talent to work in 
a conducive environment that encourages innovation and productivity. Furthermore, we provide equal opportunity 

and remuneration benefits to our people irrespective of their gender or background. We seek to create a diverse 
workplace which we believe enriches our intellectual capital, provides greater understanding of our market, and 

enhances our strategic decision-making processes.
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launched from the
5 new ideas

X-Venture Program
an internal development program 
for key talents at Smart.

Provide clear 
and transparent 
remuneration
policies to all 
employees.

Zero-tolerance 
policy towards 
unfair treatment and 
discrimination.

Promote work diversity 
through our recruitment 
policy. Provide equal 
training and career 
progression opportunities 
for all.

Promote gender equity and local empowerment. 
Invest in local talent with an infusion of external 
talents to drive innovation and productivity. 

Women

Cambodian

38%

98%

We supported a total of

Direct 
Employment

Supported Indirectly - 
Operations

Supported Indirectly -  
Capital Investment

22,915 1,08028,559

An annual recognition program 
to strengthen our Exceptional 
Performance culture across the 
Axiata Group.

Yusos 
Sary

Phoeun 
Chanyury

Seng 
Menghort

Tep 
Phirum

Sok 
Peou

Sim 
Cham Nan

01FOCUS 
AREA

2.1

2.3

1.1

1.2

1.6

1.10

52,554 jobs, of which:

To further encourage high performance and 
contributions to society.

6 Smart Axiata 
Champions

7 Smart Stars

The Smart Champions 
Award goes to the 
runners-up in the 
Axiata Champions 
selection process.

The Smart Stars Award was 
introduced to recognize 
highly engaged employees 
who are role models in 
living company core values. 

Digital Jam Pathbuilder Program Lynda.com I Am Ready Workshop

A program to increase awareness of 
Axiata’s Uncompromising Integrity 

and Exceptional Performance (UI.EP) 
values and reinforce the importance 

of digital mindset. 

246
participants

An online activation and 
engagement event aimed at 
creating a digital mindset in 

all employees.  

334
participants

59 teams; 45 ideas

Newly renovated office with an open concept that 
encourages interaction and collaboration.

Incorporate Axiata Group 
values and Smart values as 
part of the new employee  
on-boarding process.

Employees are reminded through 
company engagement initiatives 
such as the CxO video series and 
internal corporate events.

03FOCUS AREA

employees 
attended770

average number of workshops 
per employee2.53

hours of training28,000

Great emphasis is placed on personal growth 
through professional development training 
programs. Besides providing our people with the 
skills needed to perform their roles effectively, 
we identify future leaders for succession 
planning.

3
Awards

Axiata Champion

Smart Axiata Champion

Smart Stars

02FOCUS  
AREA

Launched Office 365 to encourage more interaction and cross-department 
collaboration as well as increase workforce efficiency.

3.1

Employee safety is of paramount 
importance, and every effort is 
made to ensure a safe workplace. 

This resulted in zero injuries 
during the year. 

Whistleblowing Policy that provides 
a confidential channel for employees 
to report misconduct or suspected 
misconduct by colleagues. Follow-up  
action will be taken on all cases 
reported.

A hands-on workshop for CxOs 
and Heads of Department to 

increase digital awareness 
through innovation design 

thinking and creating digital 
products and solutions.  

42
participants An online 

platform that 
gives employees 

access to 
learning anytime, 

anywhere. 

1.5

Local Talents and Equal Opportunities 

Cross-collaboration and Safety

Transforming into an Agile and Digital Organization

Personal Development  
and Well-Being

Uncompromising Integrity and  
Exceptional Performance (UI.EP)

Axiata Champions Award 

recognizes the top 0.5% 
performers of Axiata Group. 

participated in the Smart Leader Program.
first-line 
managers60

Encouraged open exchanges between management and 
executives through formal and informal channels.

Carried out the annual Group-wide Employee 
Engagement Survey to collect employee feedback.

Benchmark our remuneration structure against other 
leading national and international companies to remain 
competitive.

Informal and formal performance review sessions where 
managers provide subordinates with feedback and discuss 
career development. 

Coffee with CxO sessions to provide employees with an opportunity 
to have more intimate discussions with the leadership team.

All employees are entitled to parental leave.  

Of those that took leave in 2017, 100% returned to work.

1.7

1.4

1.3

1.8

1.9

2.2
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ករារកសរាង្ន្រានមនរុស្ស

បុគ្លិររបស់ក�ើង គឺជាគនលៃឹះមនភាពកជោគជព័�របស់ក�ើង។ ក�ើងព្ា�ាមក្វើ�៉ាងណាឲ្រលៃា�ជា “ជក្មើសរបស់នកិ�ោជិត” 

កដើម្ីទារ់ទាញអនែរមាន កទពករោសល្ល្អបំផុតមរក្វើរារកនៅរនែនុងមជ្ឈដា្នដ៏អកំណោ�ផលផដលជំរុញឲ្មាននវានុវត្តន៍ 
និងផលិតភាព។ កលើសពកីនះកទៀត ក�ើងផ្តល់ឱរាសកស្មើៗគនែា និងអតថែ្បក�ោជន៍្ បារ់ឈនែនួលដូចគនែា ចំកពោះបុគ្លិររបសក់�ើង 
កដោ�មិនគិតកលើកភទ ឬសាវតាររបសក់គកេើ� ។ ក�ើងព្ា�ាមក្វើឲ្រផនលៃងក្វើរារមាន ភាពច្មុះ កដោ�ក�ើងកជឿថានឹងជ�ួក្វើឲ្្បា
ជា្របសក់�ើងរីរលូតលាស់ ជ�ួឲ្�ល់ដឹងរានផ់តក្ចើនអំពីទីផ្ាររបស់ក�ើង កេើ�ព្ងងឹដំកណើររារមនរារ សក្មចចិត្តរបសក់�ើងប្
ររបកដោ��ុទ្ធសា្ស្ត។

ក�ើងបានរួមចផំណរឲ្មានរារងារក្វើចំនួន 52,554 រផនលៃង តាមរ�ៈរារផ្ដលរ់ារងារក្វើកដោ�ផ្ទាល់ 
ឬកដោ�្បក�ោលតាមរ�ៈ្បតិបត្តិរារ និងរារ វិនកិ�ោគទុនរបសក់�ើង។ រនែនុងចកំណោមនកិ�ោជិតចំនួន 1,080 នារ់ 98% 

គឺជាជនជាតផិខ្មរ កេើ� 38% ជា្ស្តី។ រនែនុងរ�ៈរាលកពញម�ួឆនែាំ និក�ោជិត ចំនួន 770 នារ់ បានចូលរួមរនែនុងសិរ្ាសាលាចំនួន 2.53 

ជាម្្ម ផដលសរុបជារារបណ្នុះបណា្លកស្មើនឹង 28,000 កម៉ោង។

ជាផផនែរមួ�មនរារក្វើដកំណើរកឆ្ោះកទៅរររារផរផ្បវប្្ម៌ក្វើរារ ឲ្រលៃា�ជា្រុមេ៊ុនឌីជីថល និងឆលៃាតមវ ក�ើងបានករៀបចរំម្មវិ្ីប
ណ្នុះបណា្លជាក្ចើន រាប់បញចេជូលទាំង រម្មវិ្ ី Digital Jam ផដលមានបំណងបកងកើតផនែត់គំនិតផបបឌីជីថលដល់នកិ�ោជិត រម្មវិ្ ី 
Pathbuilder Program ផដលជាសរិ្ាសាលាអនុវត្តជារ់ផស្ដង កដើម្ីបកងកើនរារ�ល់ដឹងផផនែរឌីជីល និង សិរ្ាសាលា I Am Ready 

Workshop កដើម្ីរសាងរារ�ល់ដឹង រាន់ផត្បកសើរអំពីគុណតមមលៃរបសរ់ម្មវិ្ី សុចចេរិតភាពដាច់ខាត និងរារអនុវត្តរារងារល្អឥតកខចេោះ
របស់ Axiata (Axiata’s Uncompromising Integrity and Exceptional Performance – UI.EP) និងព្ងងឹរារ�ល់ដឹងអំពរីា
របកងកើតថ្មីផបបឌីជីថល។ ក�ើងរ៏បានដារ់កចញនូវរម្មវិ្ី Smart Leader Program កដើម្ីបំពារ់បំប៉នដល់្ ប្ានផផនែរជួរមុខជាង 60 

រូប នូវជំនាញភាពជាអនែរដរឹនាំ និងបានដារ់កចញនូវកគេទំពព័រ Lynda.com ផដលជាកគេទំពព័រអប់រំតាមអនេាញ ផដលផ្ដល់លទ្ធភាព
ដល់នកិ�ោជិតទាំងអស់បានករៀន្គប់កពលកវលា និង្គប់ទរីផនលៃង។ 

ក�ើងទទួលសា្ល់ថា សុខុមាលភាពរបស់នកិ�ោជិត និងរារចូលរួមរបស់ពរួកគមានសារៈសំខាន់ណាសរ់នែនុងរារអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ស្មារតមីន
ភាពជាមចេាស់ រ៏ដូចជា បកងកើនកសចរ្តីកពញចិត្តរបស់នកិ�ោជិតផងផដរ ។ ដូកចនែះ ក�ើងបន្តជំរុញកលើរទរឹចិត្តឲ្មានរារពិភារ្ាកដោ
�កបើរចេំរវាងថនែារ់្គប់្គង និងបុគ្លិរ្បតិបត្តិ តាមរ�ៈរិចចេ្បជុំផបប Townhall និងរារទទួលទានរាកេវជផជរគនែា។ ្ប្ា
នផផនែរបន្តផ្ដល់មតិ្ តលប់ដល់បុគ្លិរក្រោមឱវាទ ជាពកិសសអំេនុងកពលវា�តមមលៃកលើរារអនុវត្តរារងារ និងរារអភិវឌ្ឍន៍អាជីព។ 
រារិ�ាលព័�ផដលបានផរមចនែថ្មី ជាម�ួនឹងទស្នកបើរចេំ ជំរុញឲ្មានទំនារ់ទំនង និងរារងារជា្រមុ ខណៈផដល Office 365 ្តូវ
បានដារ់ឲ្ក្បើ្បាស់រនែនុង្រុមេ៊ុនទាំងមូល កដើម្ីជំរុញឲ្មានរិចចេសេរារឆលៃងផផនែរក្ចើនជាងមុន រ៏ដូចជាបកងកើន្បសិទ្ធភាពមនរមលៃាំង
ពលរម្មផងផដរ។ 

បុគ្លិរផដលអនុវត្តរារងារបានល្អកលើសកគកនៅរនែនុង្រមុេ៊ុន្តូវបានផ្ដល់រងវានរ់នែនុងនាមជា Axiata Champions និង Smart 

Champions។ រងវាន់ Smart Stars រ៏្តវូបានអនុវត្ត កដើម្ីទទួលសា្ល់បុគ្លិរផដលក្វើរារក្ចើនបំផុត ផដលកដើរតួនាទីគំរូស្មាប់គុ
ណតមមលៃសនែជូលរបស់្រមុេ៊ុន។ 
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Sustainability  
Highlights 2017

Issue Context Approach Outcome

Supply Chain Management Majority of our procurement spend is on network-related 
technologies.

Our Procurement Department handles all purchases to improve 
efficiencies.

We conduct Supplier Performance Management assessments for 
continuous improvement in vendor performance.

Optimized procurement budget and the development of a 
network of suppliers as well as vendors that are committed to 
best practices and enhanced corporate governance.

Customer Service We operate in a fast-changing environment where customer 
expectations are constantly evolving.

We measure customer satisfaction levels regularly and take all 
feedback seriously to identify issues and anticipate changes in their 
expectations.

Improve customer experience to be the best service provider. 

Privacy and Data Protection We have access to confidential customer information.

Digitization has increased the risk of data breaches.

Adherence to local and industry regulations.

Incorporating best cybersecurity standards into our business.

Build customers’ trust in us to safeguard their personal data.

Secure environment while ensuring the careful handling of 
sensitive information.

Governance and Responsible 
Business Conduct

We adhere to Cambodian laws and regulations.

The telecommunications business is an increasingly regulated 
industry involving numerous stakeholders.

Setting our own standard of conduct using UI.EP.

Our Enterprise Risk Management framework adheres to the approach  
across the Group.

Strong reputation as a reliable business partner in Cambodia.

Best practices in governance and compliance practices.

Tax and Licensing The telco industry is generally subject to many regulations and high 
taxes.

Proactive engagements with local tax and regulatory bodies. Arrive at solutions where tax and fees are balanced with the 
long-term sustainability of the industry.

We have built a strong market reputation by establishing and maintaining the trust of key stakeholders such as our suppliers, 
customers, the government and regulators. This is supported through maintaining integrity and transparency in all our dealings, 
as well as a high level of operational efficiency that, in turn, enables us to deliver the best customer service. To achieve optimum 

performance, we are digitizing our systems and processes while creating a digital mindset within the organization. 
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Zero tolerance towards any forms 
of corruption. All incidents of 
corruption that are reported are 
reviewed by senior managers 
and documented to ensure 
transparency.

Fine-tuning our Enterprise Risk 
Management (ERM) framework to 
deal effectively with uncertainty and 
risks related to our business.

Board Audit Committee (BAC)

Heads of Department

Head of Risk Management & 
Compliance

Internal Audit

CEO / Senior Leadership Team

Smart Axiata Structure

Compliant Management  
Exploring the use of a Chatbot 
to offer personalized and quick 
self-service to customers.

Customer Relationship Management Platform
Managing customer grievances, including those 
related to our products or services, while maintaining 
customer privacy and security.

Data Privacy and Security
Ensuring user privacy
and improving our overall
cybersecurity in order to protect our 
customers’ data.

In our bid to become Cambodia’s Digital Champion by 2020, we are accelerating the process of digitizing and modernizing our 
core business functions. 

In order to sustain our business operations and meet the expectations 
of our stakeholders and society, we have put in place systematic 

procedures that effectively identify, evaluate, resolve and monitor 
significant risks which could threaten our company. 

04FOCUS 
AREA03FOCUS 

AREA

01FOCUS 
AREA

A self-care app that 
allows consumers 
to take control and 
manage their account 
anytime, anywhere. 

Optical Character Recognition 
(OCR) and Machine Readable 
Zone (MRZ) technologies 
introduced to further improve 
accuracy and digitalization of 
SIM registration.

Dealer App

Collaborating with 
Axiata’s Analytics 
Centre to enhance 
our data analytics 
and intelligence 
capabilities.

Developed a web portal within our Enterprise 
Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM) system to improve corporate account 
management.

4.2

4.1

4.3

1.3

1.2

Automating our internal sales 
teams’ processes to improve  
work-flow efficiency.

Customer-Centricity and Digitization

Brand Equity Score

Net Promoter Score

No. 1 for 

1.4
1.1

Service Delivery 

to automate
and better manage 
our HR processes, as 
well as effectiveness.

Microsoft Office 
365 tools to increase 
internal productivity, 
efficiency and  
cross-collaboration.

from two hackathons utilizing 
our Application Program 
Interface (API) platform.

>30 
participants

10 commercial  
ideas

developed by

In line with our Business Continuity 
Management (BCM) framework, we 
conducted two fire drills and developed a 
crisis communication plan to help deal with 
any potential crisis.

SmartNas

Implement best practice across our value chain, particularly when 
dealing with third-party suppliers and vendors.

Balance just-in-time supply 
considerations with the 
demands of ethical business 
conduct in the interest of  
maintaining good supplier and 
vendor relationships.

Principles that promote 
transparency and 
accountability.

2.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

Exploring the incorporation of a modern 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
system, SAP S4/HANA, which will integrate 
procurement, logistics and warehousing 
functions for better overall efficiency and 
performance.

Code of Conduct regarding suppliers, including process to handle complaints.

We make every effort to comply with all local regulatory 
requirements, including those under our license obligations. 
This is supported by a strong culture of governance.

Encourage procurement employees to conduct synergized  
cost-to-price comparisons among our various suppliers.

2.3

3.1

2.4

02FOCUS 
AREA

Operational Efficiency

2.2
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ដំលណើរករារ�្អឥតលខ្ចោះ

លប្រើប្រាស់្រលច្ចកវិទ្យរាលដើម្ី្រលងកើន្រទពិលសោ្រ្រស់េតិថិជន

េនរុវត្តករារបតួតពិនិត្យនិងសមតរុ�្យ

លនៅក្នុងលគោ�នលយោ្រាយករារ្រញ្រាទិញមផទៃក្នុង

្រលងកើតសី�្ម៌ករារងរារដ៏រឹងមរាំ

ជរាមួយេរាជីវករ និងេ្កផ្គត់ផ្គង់

បគ្រ់បគងហរានិភ័យ

ក�ើងបានរសាងកររ្តិ៍កឈ្មោះដ៏រឹងមាកំលើទីផ្ារតាមរ�ៈរាររសាង និងផថររ្ាជំកនឿទំនរុចិត្តពីសំណារ់ភាគីពារ់ពព័ន្ធសំខាន់ៗ 
ដូចជាអនែរផ្ត់ផ្ង់អតិថិជន រដា្ភិបាល និងន�ិព័តរររបស់ក�ើង។ ទំនរុចិត្តកនះទទួលបានតាមរ�ៈរារ្បរាន់ខ្ជាប់នូវសុចចេរិតភាព និង
តមលៃាភាពកលើរាល់្បតិបត្តិរារទិញដូរទាំងអស់ របសក់�ើង រ៏ដូចជា្បសិទ្ធភាពខ្ស់ផផនែរ្បតិបត្តិរារ ផដលអនុញា្តឲ្ក�ើងអាចផ្ដល់
កសវាល្អបំផុតដល់អតិថិជន។ កដើម្ីសក្មចបាននូវ្បសិទ្ធភាព រារងារឲ្បានល្អបំផុត ក�ើងបាន និងរំពុងក្វើឌីជីថលន�ីរម្មរាល់្ ប
ពព័ន្ធរ៏ដូចជាដកំណើររាររបសក់�ើងទាំងអស់ និងបញចេជូលផនែត់គំនិតផបបឌីជីថល កនៅរនែនុងសថែាបព័នទាំងមូល។ 

កនៅរនែនុងរិចចេខិតខំ្ បងឹផ្បងកដើម្ីរលៃា�ជាកជើងឯរឌីជីថលរបសរ់ម្នុជា ក�ើងរំពុងជំរុញដកំណើររារមនរារក្វើឌីជីថលន�ីរម្ម 
និងទកំនើបរម្មកលើរាល់មុខងារ អាជីវរម្មសនែជូលរបសក់�ើង។ រនែនុងកនោះរួមមានរារដារ់កចញនូវដកំណោះ្សា�ជាក្ចើនបផនថែមកទៀត និងរារ
បកងកើនដកំណើររារនានាកដើម្ីកលើររម្ស់្បសិទ្ធភាព ្បតិបត្តិរារ និងរារផ្ដលក់សវារម្ម។ ឧទាេរណ៍ រម្មវិ្ ី HRIS ្តវូបានដារ់កចញកដើ
ម្ីក្វើសវព័�្បវត្តិរម្ម និង្គប់្គងកលើដំកណើររារផផនែរ្ន្ានមនុស្ឲ្ បានរាន់ផត្បកសើរជាងមុន។ បកចចេរវិទ្ា Oprical Character 

Recognition និង Machine Readable Zone រ៏្តវូបានដារ់ឲ្ក្បើ្បាស់ កដើម្ីផរលម្អ បផនថែមកទៀតកលើដំកណើររារចុះបញ្ជីសុីម 
រារវិភាគទិននែនព័�មផ្ទរនែនុង និងរំរិតភាពឆលៃាតមវរ៏្តវូបានព្ងងឹ កេើ�ទំពព័រ CRM ផបបសេ្គាសថ្មី្តវូបានដារ់ឲ្
ដំកណើររារកដើម្ីបងកភាពរានផ់តងា�្សួលរារ្គប់្ គងគណនី្ រុមេ៊ុន។ រនែនុងចំកណោម្រមុេ៊ុនទូរគមនាគមន៍ជាក្ចើន Smart 

ឈរកនៅកលើលំដាបរំ់ពូល ស្មាប់ Net Promoter Score និង Brand Equity Score។ 

ក�ើងខិតខំ្ បងឹផ្បងកដើម្ីអនកុលោមកទៅតាមលរ្ខណ្ឌត្មវូផផនែរច្ាប់ជាតិទាំងអស់ រាប់បញចេជូលទាំងលរ្ខណ្ឌផដលមានផចងក្រោមរា
តពវរិចចេអាជា្បព័ណ្ណរបសក់�ើងផងផដរ។ រារអនកុលោមតាមច្ាប់កនះ ្តវូបានជ�ួគាំ្ ទកដោ�វប្្ម៌រឹងមាំផផនែរអភិបាលរិចចេ។ ពុំមានរា
រអត់ឱនកសោះកេើ�ចំកពោះ្គប់ទ្មង់មនអំកពើ ពុររលួ�។ រាលរ់រណីពរុរលួ�ផដល្តវូបានរា�រារណ៍មរ្រមុេ៊ុន ្តូវបានពិនិត្
កេើងវិញកដោ�សមាជរិគណៈ្គប់្គងជាន់ខ្ស់ កេើ�្តវូបាន ចង្រងជាឯរសារកដើម្ី្ានាឲ្បាននូវតមលៃាភាព។ 

ក�ើងក្បើ្បាស់្បតិបត្តិរារងារល្អបំផុតកនៅរនែនុងដកំណើររារបញ្ជាទិញ កេើ�រ៏រំពុងខិតខំ្ បឹងផ្បងបញចេជូល្បពព័ន្ធរសាងផផនរារ្ន្ា
នសេ្គាសផបបទកំនើបកឈ្មោះថា SAP S4/HANA ផដលមានបញចេជូលមុខងារបញ្ជាទិញ ភស្តនុភារ និងររ្ាទុរទំនិញរនែនុង្បពព័ន្ធកនះផត
មួ� កដើម្ីក្វើឲ្រានផ់តមាន្បសិទ្ធភាព និងដកំណើររាររានផ់ត្បកសើរជាងមុន។ ជាងកនះកទៅកទៀត ្រមុរារងារមផ្ទរនែនុងបានក្វើឲ្មានតុ
ល្ភាពរនែនុងរារផ្ត់ផ្ង់ឲ្្តវូតាមកពលកវលាជាម�ួនឹង រារទាមទារឲ្មានរារ្បតិបត្តិអាជីវរម្មតាម្រមសីល្ម៌ផងផដរ កដើម្ីជា្ប
ក�ោជនរ៍នែនុងរារររ្ាទំនារ់ទំនងល្អរវាងអនែរផ្ត់ផ្ង់ និងអាជីវររ ។ 

កដើម្ី្ទ្ទង់ដល់្បតិបត្តិរារអាជីវរម្ម និងបកំពញតាមរាររំពឹងទរុរបស់ភាគីពារ់ពព័ន្ធ និងសង្មជាតិ ក�ើងបានព្ងងឹ្រប
ខព័ណ្ឌ្គប់្ គងចីរភាពអាជីវរម្ម និងនីតិវិ្ ីជា្បពព័ន្ធកផ្ងកទៀត ផដលមាន្បសិទ្ធភាពរនែនុងរាររំណត់ វា�តមមលៃ កដោះ្សា� 
និងពិនិត្តាមដានកលើេានិភព័�្ំៗ ផដលអាចគំរាមរំផេងមរកលើ្រុមេ៊ុនរបសក់�ើងបាន។ 
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Sustainability  
Highlights 2017

Issue Context Approach Outcome

Energy and Climate Change As a mobile network operator, our environmental impact is 
relatively smaller than most other industries. 

A substantial portion of our environmental impact is due to 
the construction and operation of our network infrastructure.

Smart continues to introduce green solutions to reduce its 
environmental impact.

Reduce the size of our carbon footprint.

Be more environmentally responsible in our business 
activities.

Community Impact We regard ourselves as a responsible member of the 
community to whom we owe a duty of care.

We carry out our CSR activities based on 4 pillars: Education, 
Tech Innovation, Community Sports and Environment.

Contribute to Cambodia’s social development needs.

Disaster Response Being a mobile network operator, we play a critical role in 
providing communications connectivity.

A comprehensive and robust business continuity 
management process to ensure the recovery of our network 
and our critical business processes in the event of a disaster.

Committed to disaster management and response through 
Axiata’s role as a signatory of the GSMA Humanitarian Charter.

Quick and effective deployment of disaster relief efforts 
in the event of a disaster. 

In the event of a disaster, ensure our network has 
minimum downtime.

We recognize the importance of environmental preservation and are committed to ensuring our operations leave 
as small an imprint on the environment as possible through energy-efficient processes. We go a step further by 

empowering Cambodians to look at positive and sustainable ways to help their families and communities through Corporate 
Social Responsibility initiatives in the fields of education, community sports, technology and environment.
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An unavoidable environmental consequence 
of the mobile industry is the emission of carbon 
from energy used by our network infrastructure, 
such as our base transceiver stations and other 
equipment.

Complied strictly with all relevant environmental laws.  
Non-compliance is not an option, not just to avoid fines and sanctions 
but also because we are committed to protecting the environment.

Continued to work on GHG accounting 
disclosures in line with industry best practices.

Energy consumption has increased primarily 
due to the expansion of Smart’s network and 
increase in data traffic. Energy conservation 
and optimization initiatives continue to be 
implemented at our base stations and at our 
offices.

With edotco, we ensure optimal 
energy efficiency and use greener 
technology solutions including 
innovative tower designs, remote 
surveillance and asset lifecycle 
management systems.

Support The Asia Foundation 
in bringing together writers, 
illustrators and coders to develop 
children’s e-books.

16
e-books

have been published 
on the Let’s Read! 
platform, with more 
to follow.

received access to reading materials through our 
partnership with Sipar. Other literacy initiatives are 
run in prisons, school libraries and hospitals.

>100,000 
children

Hundreds of workers 
in 18 factories

Enabled Happy Football 
Cambodia Australia to send a 
Cambodian team to participate 
in the 2017 Homeless World Cup 
in Oslo. 

Partnered with Pour un Sourire 
d’Enfant and the Real Madrid 
Foundation, where 

>900 children
benefit from the Smart-PSE-
RMF Socio-Sport School and 
artificial football pitch. 

250 Smart employees and 
volunteers planted >300 >400 

Partnered with the 
Ministry of Environment 
and the Ministry of 
Education, Youth and 
Sport on a nationwide 
Eco-School competition.

8,888 trees 
in a reforestation effort in 
Chambak Community near 
Kirirom National Park.

assisted in a clean-up project at Siem 
Reap in partnership with Fondazione 
ACRA.

carried out various initiatives 
with Habitat for Humanity 
International-Cambodia in 
Toul Sambou district.

Smart employees
and students 

volunteers 
and Smart 
employees

Explored site optimization 
by building leaner and lighter 
structures, increasing the use 
of renewable energy, and 
reducing diesel consumption.

2.2

1.2

Green Initiatives

Energy Consumption

Supported Cambodia’s annual 
STEM Festival and Cambodia 
Science and Engineering Festival 
which attracted

participants
>33,000

01FOCUS 
AREA

1.3

1.4

02FOCUS 
AREA

Direct energy 
consumption

Indirect energy 
consumption

77,385 GJ 79,517 GJ 

Scope 1 - GHG 
from fuel

Scope 2 - GHG 
from grid

5,726 tonnes 
CO2e 

14,829 tonnes 
CO2e 

1.1

300,000 USDin total

Awarded 20 SmartEdu 
Scholarships worth up to

covering tuition fees and study allowances. This 
is double the number of scholarships than in 
previous years.

Partnered with Friends International 
on its Back to School program which 
has helped 

in Phnom Penh and Siem Reap 
reintegrate back into public schools.

>1,400children

With World Vision, piloted 
the One Goal sports for 
development program 
benefiting

>400
from 3 provinces.
vulnerable youth

Sponsored marathons in 
Sihanoukville, Siem Reap 
and Phnom Penh which 
attracted

>7,500 
participants

2.3

>1% of annual revenue 
allocated for CSR programs, with 
strong support from

2.1

Launched the SmartStart: Young Innovator Program with Impact Hub Phnom Penh enabling 
university students to accelerate their innovative digital business ideas with Smart and its partners.

Supported the development of the tech 
ecosystem through other initiatives 
such as TechTalks, API Hackathons, 
forums and incubator partnerships.

at 6 provinces 
through partnership 
with BarCamp 
Cambodia.

EnabledReached out to

>200  
girls

>6,000 
participants

to participate in Technovation, 
a mobile app development 
program by Development 
Innovation.

>200 
applications

to participate in 
the Hackathon 

Challenge.

57  
participants

cash and a 6-month 
incubator program for the 

5 winning teams.

for the Grand Prize  
winner.

120 
shortlisted 

went through the 5-day 
Technopreneurship 

Challenge.

4,000 
USD

4D3N
Singapore Tech Trip

Education

Environment

Community Sports

Tech Innovation
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ពិភពល�ោក & សង្គម

ករាត់្រន្ថយករារ្រំភរាយ
ករាល្ោនរ្រស់លយើង

ជួយដ�់សហគមន៍
រ្រស់លយើង

ក�ើងទទួលសា្ល់នូវសារសំខានម់នរារផថររ្ាបរិសថែាន កេើ�កប្ដជ្ាចិត្ត្ានាឲ្បានថា ្បតិបត្តិរាររបសក់�ើងនឹងបន្ល់សលៃា
រសនែាមតូចបំផុតតាម ផដលអាចក្វើបានចកំពោះបរិសថែាន តាមរ�ៈដំកណើររារសន្ំសមំចថាមពល។ ក�ើងបានឈានកជើងម�ួជំ
េានផថមកទៀតរនែនុងរារផ្ដល់លទ្ធភាពដល់្ បជាជន រម្នុជា រនែនុងរារ្រកេរកមើលផលៃជូវវិជ្ជមាន និងមានចីរភាពរនែនុងរារជ�ួដល់្ រុ
ម្គសួារ និងសេគមន៍របស់ខលៃនួន តាមរ�ៈរម្មវិ្ ីទំនួលខុស្តវូសង្មជាក្ចើន ផដលមានកនៅរនែនុងវិសព័�អប់រំ រីេាសេគមន៍ 
នវានុវត្តន៍បកចចេរវិទ្ា និងបរិសថែាន។

តាមរ�ៈរារក្វើរារជាម�ួ្រមុេ៊ុន edotco ក�ើង្ានាបាននូវ្បសិទ្ធភាពផផនែរថាមពលរនែនុងរ្មតិអតិបរមា កេើ�ក្បើ្បាស់បកចចេរវិ
ទ្ាមបតងក្ចើន ជាងមុន រាប់បញចេជូលទាំងរាររចនាបកងោ្លអងផ់តនផបបនវានុវត្តន៍ រារ្តតួពិនិត្តាមដានពីចមា្� និង្បពព័ន្្ធ គប់្ គង
អា�ុក្បើ្បាស់របស់្ទព្សរម្ម នានា។ គំនិតផ្ដនួចកផ្ដើមមនរារអភិររ្ និងរារសន្ំសំមចថាមពល ្តវូបានបន្តអនុវត្តកនៅតាមសថែាន�ី៍មូ
លដា្នរបសក់�ើង រាប់បញចេជូលទាំងកនៅតាមទីតាំងក្បើ្បាស់ឧបររណ៍ថាមពលពនលៃឺះ្ពះអាទិត្ទាំង 151 រផនលៃង និងកនៅតាមរារ�ិាលព័
�នានារបសក់�ើងផងផដរ។ កបើន�ិា�អំពរីារផថររ្ាបរិសថែាន ្រមុេ៊ុន បានករៀបចំជារារដារំូនកឈើ និងរារសម្អាតដងផលៃជូវ ផដលទាំង
កនះជាផផនែរម�ួមនរម្មវិ្ ីចូលរួមកដោ�និក�ោជិត្រមុេ៊ុន។

វិសព័�អប់រំកនៅផតជាសរសរស្ដម្ភដ៏រឹងមាមំនផផនែរទំនួលខុស្តវូសង្មរបស់ក�ើង កដោ�រនែនុងកនោះមានរម្មវិ្ីផផនែរអររ្ភាព រារអប់រផំស្ទម 
រារអប់រំភាពជាអនែរដឹរនាំ និងរារអប់រកំនៅមេាវិទ្ាលព័�ជាកដើម។ កនៅរនែនុងឆនែាំ 2017 ក�ើងបានបកងកើនចំនួនអាេារូបររណ៍ដល់និស្
សិតសារលវិទ្ាលព័�កទវដង កដោ�អាេារូបររណ៍នីម�ួៗមានតមមលៃជាទរឹ្បារ់រេូតដលក់ទៅ 15,000 ដុលលៃារ និងមានទិសកដៅកផ្ដោត
កលើនិស្ិតផដលមានផផនរារសិរ្ា�រជំនាញ ICT។ ទន្ទឹមនឹងកនះ ក�ើងរ៏បានព្ងីររារគាំ្ ទរបស់ក�ើងដល់អង្រារ-សថែាបព័ននានា 
កដើម្ីកលើររម្ស់អររ្ភាព និងមុខវិជ្ជាផស្ទម។ 

ក�ើងបានដារ់កចញនូវរម្មវិ្ ី “បាល់ទាត់ស្មាបរ់ារអភិវឌ្ឍន៍” ចំនួនពីរក្រោមសរសរស្ដម្ភរីេាសេគមន៍។ 
កដោ�សេរារជាម�ួនឹងមូលនិ្ ិ Real Madrid ក�ើងបានឧបតថែម្ភទីលានបាល់ទាតក់ស្មៅសិប្និម្មិតម�ួកនៅឯសាលាករៀនសង្មរី
េា Smart-PSE-RMF កេើ�ក�ើងរ៏បានចាបម់ដគូជាម�ួនឹង អង្រារទស្នៈពិភពកលោរអន្តរជាតិ (World Vision International) 

កនៅរនែនុងរម្មវិ្ ី One Goal ផដលផ្ដល់អតថែ្បក�ោជន៍ដល�់ុវជនងា�រងក្គោះ ជាង 400 នារ់ កនៅរនែនុងកខត្តចំនួន 3។ ទន្ទឹមនឹងកនះ 
ក�ើងរ៏បានឧបតថែម្ភដលរ់ុមារចំនួន 6 រូប  ផដលមរពីអង្រារ Happy Football Cambodia Australia ឲ្កទៅចូលរួមរម្មវិ្ី្បរួតបា
ល់ទាត់ Homeless World Cup 2017 កលើរទី 15 ផដល្ប្ពតឹ្តកទៅកនៅទី្ រងុអូសលៃជូ ្បកទសណព័រកវេ។ 

ជាផផនែរមួ�មនរារកដើរតរួនែនុងរារអភិវឌ្ឍ្បពព័ន្ធមជ្ឈដា្នឌីជីថល ក�ើងបានដារ់កចញនូវគំនិតផ្ដនួចកផ្ដើមកផ្ងៗ 
ផដលសថែិតកនៅក្រោមសរសរស្ដម្ភថ្មី កឈ្មោះថា នវានុវត្តន៍បកចចេរវិទ្ា។ ក�ើងបានសកម្ោ្គក្មោង SmartStart៖ 
រម្មវិ្ីអនែរមចនែ្បឌិតមវករ្មង (SmartStart: Young Innovator Program) ផដលរនែនុងកនោះនិស្ិតសរលវិទ្ាលព័�ចំនួន 120 រូប្តវូបា
នទទួលរារផណនាំបណ្នុះបណា្លឲ្អភិវឌ្ឍគំនិតអាជីវរម្មឌីជីថលផបបនវានុវត្តន៍  កដោ�មានរារសេរារជាមដគូជាម�ួនឹង Impact 

Hub។ ក�ើងរ៏បានគាំ្ ទដលរ់ារចូលរួមរបស់ករ្មង្សីចំនួនជាង 150 នារ់ រនែនុងរម្មវិ្ីអភិវឌ្ឍ App ចលព័ត ផដលករៀបចកំដោ�អង្រារ 
Development Innovation។ បផនថែមកលើកនះ ក�ើងរ៏បានបកងកើតគំនិតផ្ដនួចកផ្ដើមកផ្ងកទៀតផងផដរ ដូចជារម្មវិ្ី TechTalks, API 

Hackathons, កវទិរានានា និងបានចុះរិចចេ្ពមក្ពៀងសេរារជាមដគូជាម�ួនឹងសារលវិទ្ាលព័�សំខាន់ៗ និងទីតាំងក្វើរារងាររួមល្
បីៗជាក្ចើនកទៀត។ 
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No. 464A Monivong Blvd,
Sangkat Tonle Bassac

Khan Chamkarmorn, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia

Tel  +855 10 201 000
Email  info@smart.com.kh

Website  www.smart.com.kh
Facebook  www.facebook.com/SmartAxiata

 www.facebook.com/SmartForCambodia

Download Now
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